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Guidelines for Cabin L-119 at Mount Rainier (MORA), Winter 2019 

Background:  Three years ago MRA was assigned a place at MORA for MRA teams to rest or 
stay overnight, and provide a base during incidents in the Park.  Again this season we have 
Cabin L-119 in Longmire, expected to be available December 1, 2018 through March 25, 2019. 
The Park Service makes this available to MRA volunteers and their guests, with the 
understanding that MRA members will be available to assist with SAR incidents during their 
time in the Park.  If the Park Service needs the facility for scheduled events they will take 
priority.  Availability dates are tentative and subject to change by the Park Service. WAMRA has 
agreed that we will pay certain fees for use of this facility when there is no major SAR incident 
underway.  The use of a key box on the back porch makes it available 24/7 to MRA.  

Fees:  There are three situations for use of Cabin L-119.  1.  When MORA has requested MRA 
resources through Washington State EMD and a mission number had been assigned. There is 
no cost for use by MRA during that time.  2.  When an MRA team has reserved the facility for a 
regular training and an EMD training number has been assigned.  For this there will be a $10 
person per night fee payable by the team.   3.  When MRA members and their guests stay 
overnight at the facility there will be a $10 person per night fee payable by the MRA member. 
Kids under 13 are free. Since there is no training number involved in category 3, be aware that 
MRA members are not covered under the usual Washington State insurance coverage. Checks 
have been accepted in the past, but beginning Jan 1, 2019 only Pay.gov. will be accepted. Go to 
the link https://qa.pay.gov/public/form/start/11750591 Notice will also be posted at L-119 with 
the link. Go to the overnight lodging form, it is self explanatory. Refunds are complicated and 

would cause a surprising amount of work for the park staff. So please wait to pay until during 
your visit or no later than 5 business days after you leave the park.  

MRA Support for MORA: The MRA Annex to the MORA SAR Plan contains the basic details and 
procedure used by the Park to request MRA support through the Washington State Emergency 
Management Division (EMD).  MRA members using the Base Facility should be generally 
familiar with this process. Part 2 of the Annex concerns the “MSUP” procedures for those MRA 
members who might be asked to serve in the Incident Command Center or EOC at Longmire.  
Copies of these documents are kept in folders inside L- 119.  Basically, the nightly fee for L-119 
is waived when the Park has called for MRA volunteers using the Resource Order Form 
contained in the MRA Annex.   

Cabin L-119 has three bedrooms, a full kitchen (range with oven, refrigerator, microwave, 
coffee maker) and bath on the main floor.  You will find pots and pans and tableware setting for 
four. There is no bedding, blankets or towels; bring everything you might need.  Each of the 
bedrooms has a single bed with room for another sleeping pad and bag on the floor.  Upstairs 
there is an open carpeted area with room for more sleeping bags and pads and two cots.  There 
is also a living room with couches and chairs and a drying room off the kitchen. Do not leave 
any team or personal equipment in the facility when there are no MRA volunteers present. An 
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exception might be for your personal gear to remain locked in the facility during an incident. 
There are no dogs or pets permitted in Longmire, even on leash.  

Planning the Visit:  Use of the Cabin L-119 is planned and monitored as part of the MORA-MRA 
Proximity Patrol Program.  Go to http://www.mountrainierclimbing.us Then go to 
“contributors” and log in user name mra and password mra.   Go to “Propose a Mount Rainier 
Climbing Patrol” and fill out the fields in the Form.  Log in your proposed dates and the name of 
all MRA personnel who will participate. Indicate if you will be in Cabin L-119 (drop down menu) 
or elsewhere in the Park.  Use the term “Guest” for all non-MRA people who will be present, 
you don’t need to provide names but you should provide the total number in the party. The 
patrol leader is responsible for planning the visit, getting access to the Base Facility and 
properly checking in and out.  In the “Description” block of the form, provide your plans, such 
as “We plan to be on snowshoes in vicinity of Panorama Point on Saturday” or “Our Party will 
be on skis from the Mazama Ridge through Stevens Canyon on Sunday.”  A ranger will be 
assigned to your patrol for approval of your plan and any follow up.  

Scheduling and Coordination:  MRA Teams have priority until December 10, 2018 for 
scheduling week end trainings. If individuals want to schedule time at the Base Facility and 
other MRA members have signed up, you can contact the other MRA patrol leader to see if 
there is room.  The normal capacity of L-119 is 8 persons, exceptions may be made for team 
training and SAR incidents. Teams should coordinate to make the maximum use of the facility, 
remembering that MRA members should be available as much as possible to assist with SAR 
incidents in the Park.  Patrol and team leaders are responsible for monitoring the radio and 
local phone while they are in the Park.  

Entering the Park: MRA members are provided free entry to MORA, identify yourself as a 
Mountain Rescue Volunteer at the gate and be prepared to provide an ID Card on request.  
Guests in your car should not have to pay a fee, but guests driving separately should expect to 
pay the entrance fee. When you arrive in the Park, MRA members should have the personal 
clothing and equipment to respond to winter incidents in the Park.  If the MRA member is only 
available to respond in the Incident Commend Center (EOC) you can indicate when you sign up.  

Employee Lounge L-112: There is an employee lounge about 100 meters from L-119 and MRA 
members and guests are welcome to make temporary use of the facility. See the map for the 
location. If there are Park Employees present it would be good to identify yourself as MRA. You 
will find a TV set, a phone for local calls, and internet.  The wireless network name is pika1 and 
the password is pikapete.   The door is generally open but if you need a key (086) it is hanging 
on a lanyard from the ceiling of the drying room off the Base Facility kitchen. Be sure to return 
the key on the lanyard as soon as you return to the Base Facility.  

Longmire and Vicinity:  L-119 is on the main road about 200 meters from the main Park 
Administration Facility.   It is not far from the National Park Inn, a full service restaurant and gift 
shop are available every day.  It is about 200 meters from the Emergency Operations Center 
(EOC), the usual location of the Incident Commander during major SAR operations in the Park.  
L-119 can also serve as the place for MRA teams to report in during major incidents.   
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MRA Proximity Patrol Program at MORA:  MRA members using the MRA Base Facility should 
generally be following the guidelines in the Proximity Patrol Information Sheet.  Download the 
PDF file from the “contributor” site mentioned above. The information sheet points out that 
MORA and MRA can mutually benefit from coordinated activity in the Park.  The patrols provide 
an “extra set of capable hands available to provide initial response to SAR incidents in the 
Park.”  Inside Cabin L-119 look for three folders. One for Registration and payment of fees, one 
for a summary of MRA response protocol in the Park (The SAR Annex) , and one for use by the  
MSUP during SAR incidents.  

Radio Protocol:  Make sure you have the correct Park frequencies in your radios. You should 
have a list of the repeaters, and know when and how to use them. Having the Park frequencies 
pre-programmed on your radios is the best solution. In the winter you will generally be using 
the Paradise Repeater in the vicinity of the Paradise parking lot and Jackson Visitor’s Center.  
When on patrol monitor the Park frequency and conduct at least one radio check per day. Your 
initial transmission tells everyone what repeater you are using.  A good time to first check in 
would be when starting your patrol. Keep the conversation short, such as: “Dispatch, this is 
mountain rescue patrol Smith on Paradise” (Go ahead Smith) “We’re currently at Pebble Creek 
on routine patrol.” If you become aware of an ongoing incident that might need your 
assistance, identify yourself and wait for instructions. 
  
The Road to Paradise:  During the winter months the gate at Longmire leading up to Paradise is 
open from about 9 AM to 5 PM depending on weather and road conditions. If you listen to the 
Park radio channel starting at about 7 AM you should be able to get a good idea about opening 
times.  The road is closed to the public about 5 PM every day and MRA personnel should be off 
the mountain, down the road and through the gate under the same terms as the general public. 
MRA members who want to camp in the snow in the vicinity of Paradise, or anywhere else in 
the Park, need to have a Wilderness Camping Permit.  During the winter it can be obtained in 
person at the Longmire Museum.  This year MRA members are encouraged to coordinate with 
the Nordic Patrol, details have been distributed separately and are posted in L119. MRA teams 
may be able to schedule weekend early entry to the Paradise Road through the Nordic patrol. .  

Arrival:    When you arrive at Longmire go to the back entrance of the Cabin L-119 and look for 
the MRA lock box on the post near the back door. The combination is 54821. After you open 
the door return the key immediately to the box and keep it attached to the lock box cover. You 
will need the combination again to get the key back in the lock box.  Leave the back door open 
while you are in the facility and lock the building by simply turning the door handle when you 
leave. There is a separate deadbolt that fits the same key.  On arrival you will find a sign in 
sheet in the registration folder.  This will help to record use of the facility and the payment of 
the necessary fees.   You do not need to use the sign in sheet during EMD designated SAR 
incidents because other systems are in place to record check-in and check-out. There is a 
thermostat on the main floor usually set at about 62 degrees, you can adjust as needed. You 
can unload vehicles at the back door but move them to the approved winter parking places 
right away because the snow plow operators need the roads to be clear. See the attached map 
with complete layout and approved winter parking spaces in Longmire. 
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Phone:  There is a land-line phone on the main floor of L-119 that can only be used for local 
(Ashford and MORA) calls but it can receive incoming calls.  Cabin L-119 (for incoming calls) is 1-
360-569-2504.  All MORA numbers can be reached by dialing 1-360-569- plus the four digit 
extension. If the Climbing Rangers are on duty they should be at 6640. Park Dispatch will be 
monitoring all radio traffic during the day (from about 7 AM to 7 PM) and can be reached at 1-
360-569-6600.  After hours the dispatch function shifts to Enumclaw Police at 1-360-825-3505. 
If you can use the land line to call dispatch rather than the radio, that helps to reduce overall 
radio traffic.  If you have an emergency (such as a broken water main) call dispatch and they 
can call the appropriate party.  There is no cell phone service in Longmire, but you can generally 
get service when on patrol traveling more than ½ mile above the Paradise Parking Lot. 

Checking Out:   A check out list is provided in the kitchen, here is a summary.   Take all your 
personal and team gear.  Turn the thermostat back to about 62. Clean the kitchen and take 
everything out of the refrigerator. There is a vacuum in the living room closet to clean the 
carpeted floors. The key to the Employee Lounge (086) should be hanging in the drying room 
off the kitchen.  Take out all your garbage, you can place it in the bear-proof containers behind 
the cabin. Take any recyclables (bottles and cans) with you.  Make sure lights and appliances 
are turned off. Leave the place clean and be sure the doors are all locked and the key is back in 
the lock box. 

Payment of Fees:   When you leave and fees are due, leave a check for the correct amount in 
the envelope in the registration folder provided for that purpose. Checks should correspond to 
the number nights for MRA members and guests you have signed in and out on the register.  
Checks should be made out to Mount Rainier National Park.  If an on-line system is in place, you 
will be provided instructions on how to make the payment when your patrol plan is approved.  

Some Final Comments:  Recognize that it is a privilege to have a place for MRA members and 
guests in the heart of Mount Rainier, and treat the facility accordingly.  Be visible, wear your 
MRA insignia while on patrol and in Longmire. The winter season is expected to be busy, so be 
prepared to assist in SAR incidents in the Park.  When you arrive and depart the Paradise 
Parking Lot it is a good idea to check in and out with any rangers on duty and tell them your 
plans. You may see rangers in the Jackson Visitor Center or in the vicinity of the “Old Station” 
on the uphill edge of the parking lot.  Be courteous with the public, letting them know who you 
are while you are on patrol.  Offer assistance if needed and report significant incidents to the 
Park Rangers. Enjoy the facility in Longmire and be friendly with the NPS employees you meet 
during the day.  The Park is short staffed during the winter, and MRA can expect to be noticed 
as we establish a regular presence.  Maximum use of the facility by MRA members and guests is 
encouraged.  

This document was drafted by Rick Lorenz on behalf of the Washington Region, MRA.  The 
terms have been approved by the National Park Service.  Copies should be distributed widely to 
all WMRA teams and Portland MR.  Send your comments to fmlorenz1@gmail.com This season 
Rick Lorenz and Joe Edmark   jrvoodoo@gmail.com  will be coordinating for WAMRA. 

Date of issue:  Dec  9, 2018 
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